TESOL
TRAINING ENGLISH TEACHERS

World Learning’s School for International Training has
been educating English language teachers for more than
50 years and in more than 20 countries. We offer:
SIT Graduate Institute Master of Arts in TESOL

SIT TESOL Certificate

American E-Teacher Online Courses
International
Teacher Exchanges

Teaching English to
Speakers of Other Languages
HELPING ENGLISH TEACHERS
DEVELOP THEIR CAREERS

We offer customized certificate training courses to enhance
the expertise of beginning and experienced teachers. Our
courses—which can be taken online, face-to-face, or
blended—include:
English for Communicative Language Teaching: For
English teachers looking to polish their own English skills
Teaching English as a Medium of Instruction: How to teach
other subjects, like science and mathematics, in English
Content and Language Integrated Learning:
How to teach English through other subjects
Technology for the
Low-Resource Classroom:
Creative teaching approaches
for low-tech environments
Youth Programming:
Teacher assistant programs
and language clubs for
students

STRENGTHENING ENGLISH-LANGUAGE
EDUCATIONAL SYSTEMS
We work with institutions—including administrators and
teachers—to strengthen their ability to provide English
language training. We:
License and build the capacity of TESOL training centers
Assess and advise external English language programs
Build language teacher organizations and networks
Support English language education reform in public
schools and universities

BUILDING LEADERSHIP SKILLS

Participants in our programs become leaders who continue to
encourage English language training in their communities.
Our face-to-face and blended course options include:
Certificate courses for language program managers,
language supervisors, and for the training of trainers
Mentoring programs in curriculum and materials
development
English for Researchers, which helps teachers gain the
English skills to get published and become thought
leaders

Our TESOL programming encourages people to engage in lifelong English language learning—and gives them
the tools they need to do so. We help them build soft skills, too, fostering collaboration and intercultural
communication in everything they do. Ultimately, our participants use their newfound language skills to open
the doors to better job opportunities and better learning.
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World Learning envisions a world in which all people can access English language education.
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Our approach is distinct. Founded in American educational philosophy, World Learning
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processes that allow them to step back and analyze their classrooms to understand
how
people learn best and why particular methods work. They commit to lifelong learning and
improving student performance through data-driven and competency-aligned assessments.
We work with teachers to develop the abilities of English learners through new curricula and
materials—such as cultural exchange programs or language courses for specific professional
or academic purposes—that foster active learning, collaboration, and critical thinking. These
courses demonstrate to students the value of learning English.
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We help teachers pursue professional development in a meaningful way through networking
opportunities and a suite of courses that help teachers become course designers, teacher
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We further support teachers and encourage the expansion of TESOL training through our
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years, offering a master’s degree and a certificate course. Through our programs, teachers
around the world have gained the tools they need to flourish personally and professionally—
and empower their own students to do the same.
Our TESOL programming encourages people to engage in lifelong English language learning—and gives them
the tools they need to do so. We help them build soft skills, too, fostering collaboration and intercultural
communication in everything they do. Ultimately, our participants use their newfound language skills to open
the doors to better job opportunities
and better
learning.
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